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Life altering choices will be made. Loyalties will be tested. When the war begins, which side will

Talia choose?In need of a distraction, Talia jumps at the chance to pack up and head to

Washington, D.C.. She is tasked with administering the annual Talent Aptitude Tests, analyzing the

children of the nationâ€™s capital to identify those with powers. She knows that the Mandatory

Testing laws are controversial, but is still shocked by the protesters lining the streets of the city and

the curfew imposed upon its residents. These add fuel to her own misgivings about the Agency and

its Director, the man who raised her.  Then the Director assigns her a task that will expose his

dirtiest secrets. She soon learns that it isn't the children who are tested she needs to be concerned

about; it's the ones who aren't. And when she encounters a face from her past, Talia must confront

her toughest decision yet. Following her heart will put Talia and those closest to her in mortal

danger. But the consequences of doing nothing are inconceivable. The one bright spot in Taliaâ€™s

new assignment is having her boyfriend, Erik, by her side. Because not only is Erik a source of

comfort, but he is also as determined as she is to uncover the secrets behind the mysterious illness

still plaguing her. Day after day, Talia never knows when she might be overcome by one of her

unexplained seizures; she must pierce the veils of secrecy covering their origin, before someone

decides she knows too much....
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We follow talia to D.C. Mac has her on the testing team. To rest all talent showing children, to

evaluate how talented they are.Talia is still recovering from her capture in Las Vegas, trying to cope

with the inevitable. Eric is there for her and helps her through the hard times. Talia notices how

much she has changed. She is more aggressive, her senses heightened.Eric contacts someone

who can help figure out why talia is having seizures, it only causes more questions! The results are

very much a shock and explains a lot.During an extraction Mac has Talia and Eric go on, she

realizes much is not right. What they are doing to innocent people. It's not right and her doubt about

the agency grows with each day.Again they are sent for an extraction, except this one will prove to

change everything, more shocking truths emerge and the decision to do something is ever

present!I'm very much enjoying this series! It's fantastic and keeps me captivated!!

Well crap! Mac is not a good man. Thank God that Talia catches on and stops being in denial. Mac

makes Talia help test the five year old children when they come in to be evaluated. She really opens

her eyes when confronted with the abuse the children are subjected to. Then, to make it worse, Mac

has decided to make Talia and Erik go after kids that are suspected of having a talent, but weren't

brought in for testing.Ahhhh, this is going to be Mac's downfall. Talia may be willing to make

exceptions for Mac, but she will not stand on the side lines after realizing that Donovan doesn't even

trust his Dad.This book is full of surprises! If you are an adult, you can probably see them coming,

but you know what? It does not change how good this story is. If you don't like being able to figure

stuff out, then don't read young-adult novels! (Sorry, I started to rant)Sophie Davis is not done with

the twists and turns and I can't wait to see what else she has in store for Talia and Erik![...]

Hunted was amazing!!! It was a complete rollercoaster for Talia and the reader. I was so saddened

by Penny's supposed execution and Talia's condition that I wanted to scream. Davis did an

excellent job in making me dislike Mac throughout all of the series and in Hunted I wanted to throttle

him. SPOILER*****I hope he gets what's coming to him in Created and I hope Talia is the one who

delivers it. I hate to say that I'd take great pleasure in watching Talia rip into his mind and ultimately



kill him. However, I have a feeling that Davis is going to keep Talia from turning into a blood-thirsty

killer. I hope that Talia does get the chance to kill him, but it will be in self-defense. I also wonder

what will happen to Alex; will Talia raise him if Donovan dies? Or perhaps find out that she can have

children after all. It broke my heart when it was revealed that she couldn't have kids. I think Donovan

will be a great ally for the group since he knows what's going on in Toxic. I hope that he has the

chance to confront his father. *****END SPOILERHunted lived up to all my expectations, and

confirmed everything I had already guessed in the last 2 books. That didn't diminish from the fun

though. Talia struggled for control this entire book (for reasons that are revealed at the end); and it

made me sad and frustrated at the same time. She had gone from being such a strong character in

Talented, and now was spiraling out of control, even though it wasn't her fault. However, I loved the

ending with her taking back her own power of choice and becoming a much stronger girl than she

ever had been. I believe that Davis did this because Talia had to experience betrayal and all the

ugliness of what was happening and learn to take control and break out of the cage she had always

lived in. I believe in Created we are going to see the true Talia, with all of her power, beliefs, and

heart making her a force that can't be broken.Davis is definitely going to be on my list of authors to

watch closely. She has demonstrated remarkable talent throughout this series and I can hardly wait

to read Created!!!!!

Hunted is definitely the heart breaker of this series. Even with the discovery of Donovan's betrayal

this book proves worse. Toxic true identity is becoming clearer and clearer with each page, and the

truth is still just over the horizon. Absolutely everyone in this young girls life has lied. There is not a

single person that has ever been honest with her; even Eric proves to have secrets. While these

secrets will not change the undying love, or change the readers interpretation of his character he

has not been laying everything on the table. It has been a bit of a roller coaster through this book,

and I was left without resolution, but the glimmer of hope for the final installment. This is an

incredible series. Sophie Davis is a favorite for The BookWhisperer, and her series is one that I will

exuberantly recommend to fellow readers. ~BookWhisperer Reviewer Jax~

10*s. I purchased my copy of this story from .com and I am ready to give my honest opinion. This is

an awesomely invigorating story that caught me off guard and wanting to read more of it. I am still in

love with these remarkable characters and the trials and tribulations they face in this story. Its a

MUST read YA story that adults will love to sink their teeth into. I loved this book from beginning to

end. The only part I didn't like was the ending and all of my questions that are yet unanswered. I am



super excited to read book four of this wonderful and delightfully entertaining series. Thank you,

Sophie Davis, for another look into the world of Natalia Lyons!!!
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